YIRIMAN YOUTH JUSTICE DIVERSION PROGRAM
BUSINESS PLAN 2016
The Yiriman Project represents one of the countryʼs most impressive stories of local peopleʼs attempts to
deal with the central and pressing public policy challenge of securing the future for Indigenous young people
living in remote communities.
Dr Dave Palmer, Murdoch University, Page 120, December 2013 Yiriman Evaluation Report
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

KALACC runs a unique diversionary program in the Fitzroy Valley for Indigenous youth at ‘medium risk’ of adverse
justice outcomes called the Yiriman Youth Justice Diversion Program. The program is grounded in the success of the
national award winning Yiriman Project, which has been running small scale culture based programs for 14 years. It
operates in a challenging socio-economic environment where rates of offending, self-harm and suicide amongst
Indigenous youth remain very high.
The Yiriman Youth Diversion Program involves two types of interventions targeted at reducing reoffending behaviour:


a five-day camel trek accompanied by elders and mentors with support from Kimberley Community Alcohol
and Drug Services staff; and



a six-week ‘caring for Country’ work readiness programme for youth with little or no work experience.

KALACC will run both types of activities several times each year.
This Business Plan 2016 outlines the Juvenile Justice Diversion activities which Yiriman will run across 2016 – 17
calendar years, principally funded by the WA Department of Corrective Services. This constitutes a proof of concept
phase that we hope will lead towards a broader roll out of Yiriman to all five culture blocks in future years. Our goal is
to develop the Yiriman Project as a Juvenile Justice Diversion social enterprise and significantly expand this program.
In the financial sections of this document, we illustrate that the total real cost of the program, over two years, is in the
order of $950, 000 – which includes the $440, 000 of State Government money, together with $510, 000 of costs
sourced from elsewhere.
KALACC is uniquely poised as an enterprise in this remote region due to its longstanding cultural relationships and
experience in working in challenging environments with a very vulnerable cohort of youth.
The Yiriman project has been praised by the Productivity Commission of Australia as a project that works in their 2014
Overcoming Indigenous Disadvantage Report. It is the winner of the 2012 Indigenous Governance Awards. It is cited
in the March 2015 National Mental Health Commission Report as an exemplar of national best practice for working
with Aboriginal youths at risk. A university evaluation of the program found:
The Yiriman Project represents one of the countryʼs most impressive stories of local peopleʼs attempts to deal
with the central and pressing public policy challenge of securing the future for Indigenous young people living in
remote communities.
Dr Dave Palmer, Murdoch University, Page 120, December 2013 Yiriman Evaluation Report

2.

THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

In regards to the justice system in Western Australia, we note that the Department of Corrective Services issued a
media release on 18 June 2015 titled Contestability to give offenders purpose. That media release said:
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The Department of Corrective Services will introduce a new approach to the way it engages service providers
that deliver programs to prisoners and young people. The approach is in line with the Partnership Forum that
aims to build genuine partnership with the not-for-profit sector.
“The way we fund services delivered to offenders and young people deserves unambiguous scrutiny. I want to
monitor the performance of services we provide so we can improve lives, not just tick boxes,” Commissioner
James McMahon said.
“The Program Delivery Frameworks for adults and young people are about how we innovate existing services
and find new solutions to the problems we still have not solved.”
The approach would introduce greater contestability into the market for services.
Decisions about how programs are funded will be based on empirical data that makes it easier for providers to
develop programs that are suited to offenders.
The empirical data that we have so far is that the Department of Corrective Services has invested $42 million in to
Juvenile Justice Diversion Programs over the four years 2011 - 2014. That investment is an additional $42 million,
sourced from Royalties for Regions, and is over and above the Department’s core allocation from State Treasury. The
2016 State Budget papers show an expenditure of $97 million for core Youth Justice Services [Statewide]. There is no
2016 specific figure indicated for Royalties for Regions contribution towards the Regional Youth Justice Expansion
Strategy but there is a 2018 FY forward estimate of $15 million.
The juvenile offending data at the end of the 2011 - 2014 period of the additional $42 million sourced from Royalties
for Regions is as follows:

[Source: Letter to KALACC, dated 18 March 2015]

What is clear in the Kimberley context is that there have been very significant government investments in to
Government – owned and delivered Juvenile Justice Programs over the last five years and that the statistics provided
to KALACC by Minister Joe Francis in March 2015, covering the four years to December 2014, show no diminution but
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rather an increase in the number of lodgements in Children’s Court in both the West Kimberley and the East
Kimberley districts.
KALACC aims to make the Yiriman Project a social enterprise that is scalable and transferable to all five cultural
blocks of the Kimberley region. The goal of this enterprise is to reduce the rate at which Aboriginal youths in the
Kimberley come in to contact with the Juvenile justice system and to assist youths who have made poor life choices,
bringing them in to the justice system, to make better life choices and to exit the justice system.
The analogy which KALACC uses here is that there are 300 Aboriginal Medical Services around Australia and each
one of those has a partnership with a local clinic or hospital ie the AMS provides primary and preventative services
and the clinic or the hospital provides more downstream clinical services. We would like to see a similar model applied
in the justice sphere and KALACC’s goal is to provide such a service in the Kimberley region.

3.

ORGANISATION PROFILE

KALACC is the Kimberley Region’s peak indigenous cultural centre, operating for 30 years. KALACC services the 30
language groups within the 5 cultural blocks of the Kimberley region. [See map]
The Yiriman Project is an unincorporated project, auspiced under KALACC, which has been operating for fourteen
years. Yiriman services the four language groups [Nykina, Mangala. Walmajarri and Karrajarri], which constitute one
of these cultural blocks, the Southern Law Tradition. Geographically, this area extends from Bidyadangah south of
Broome through the lower Fitzroy Valley and in to the desert country south of Fitzroy Crossing.
KALACC has a staff of 12, including Yiriman staff, and 9 of the 12 employees are Aboriginal, including Executive
Officer, Robyn Wilson. Staff also include:


Yiriman Men’s Project Coordinator – Currently this is Scott Herring, who has held this role for the last four
years. Before that Scott was for many years a High School teacher in the Kimberley and before that he was a
youth worker in the Kimberley;



Yiriman Women’s Project Coordinator – Currently this is Janelle White. Janelle has been in this role for six
months. Prior to that, Janelle has 20 years’ experience as a professional anthropologist and has extensive
experience in working on Aboriginal community projects.

The financial turnover for KALACC is just over $2.0 million per annum, sourced roughly 50% from Commonwealth
grants, 25% from State Grants and the remaining 25% from Corporate and Philanthropic grants. KALACC’s key
physical assets are the office in Fitzroy Crossing, 5 houses in Fitzroy Crossing and 6 motor vehicles.
As a subset of the above, the Yiriman Project is supported by two full time staff, one part time staff member, and a
number of casual employees such as cultural elders and leaders who come in and out of the project to deliver specific
activities. Core operational funding for the Yiriman Men’s Project is derived from multi - year agreements with the
Department of Health, under the National Suicide Prevention Program and core operational funding for the Yiriman
Women’s Project is derived from multi - year agreements with the Department of Social Services. Project activity
funds are sourced principally through significant multi - year agreements with four different philanthropic charities.
On 17 September 2015 officers of the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet met at the Pandanus Park
Community with KALACC and with Yiriman Staff, to undertake a site inspection visit in conjunction with funding
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provided under the Indigenous Advancement Strategy. On 25 September the Department wrote to KALACC to
congratulate Yiriman and KALACC staff for delivering ‘lots of innovative community driven projects.’

OUR WINNING GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
In November 2012 Reconciliation Australia awarded the Yiriman Project first place in Category B of the Indigenous
Governance Awards. In March 2013 Reconciliation Australia released a new Indigenous Governance Toolkit and that
online Toolkit states as follows:
Yiriman’s governance works because there is and always has been a very clear sense of who established the
project, why they established the project and what they want the project to achieve.
Yiriman is a cultural program which operates on a cultural governance model. Indeed, one of the main purposes
of the overall governance structure is to coordinate the allocation of resources to each of the language groups
and to coordinate the timing and annual calendar for the project i.e. which groups will undertake which activities,
where and when.
Throughout these processes, cultural bosses make the decisions about the projects, unlike a Board of Directors
who requires the approval of members; their decisions are based purely on community and cultural knowledge
and discussions between elders and cultural bosses. It also means that the elders and cultural bosses can
focus on helping their young people, without worrying about the logistics of the project.
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[Image – Fitzroy Crossing, August 2012, Professor Mick Dodson, Chair of Reconciliation Australia and Mr Gary
Banks, Chair of the Productivity Commission of Australia, meet with the Yiriman Governance Group]
Whilst this governance and implementation model is different from conventional Western organisational structures,
this is the structure which works for the elders of the Kimberley region.

4.

THE MARKET – THE MOVE TOWARDS CONTESTABILITY

Juvenile Justice is a community services sector which is currently experiencing fundamental transition and change.
‘Contestability’ of service delivery is being introduced by the WA Department of Corrective Services. This is being
driven by economic imperatives in the context of a budget emergency in Western Australia as well as internal
assessments that existing strategies and policies have not provided the outcomes sought.
‘Contestability’ is not, however, as yet being driven by a comprehensive philosophical commitment towards a
community centred approach towards service delivery. KALACC hopes that input from the Youth Affairs Council of
WA, from WA Council for Social Services, from Amnesty International, from the most senior judicial officers in the
State and from organisations like KALACC, does lead towards such a change, and that contestability over time
becomes something more than just an expedient mechanism.
Clear messages about community centred approaches were delivered by the WA Law Reform Commission back in
September 2006 – in its Recommendation # 50 for Aboriginal owned and controlled Juvenile Justice Programs.
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KALACC is aware of at least 7 existing WA State and Commonwealth Government reports in to the issue of Aboriginal
justice. In addition to that, there are literally dozens of other non – government reports on the issue. There will soon be
an 8th Government report as there currently is a Senate Finance and Public Administration Committees Inquiry in to
Access to legal assistance services.
Amongst the dozens of non – Government reports on the issue, within Western Australia, across 2014 and 15 we note
the release of the following two reports:


Keeping Indigenous kids in the community and out of detention in Western Australia published by Amnesty
International in June 2015;



Improving the Current Juvenile Justice System, September 2014, released by the Member for the Kimberley
the Hon Josie Farrer.

The situation is summarised as follows by Mick Gooda, Australia’s Social Justice Commissioner:
In his 2014 Social Justice and Native Title report, Mr Gooda urged the Federal Government to adopt a justice
target in its Closing The Gap strategy that would reduce the current rate of Indigenous incarceration. Mr Gooda
said he was shocked by statistics released by the Productivity Commission last month that showed a 57 per
cent rise in the incarceration rates among Indigenous men, women and children over the past 15 years. "That's
just a catastrophe in anyone's language," he said.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-12-04/number-of-indigenous-australians-in-prison-a-catastrophe/5945504
KALACC has a close working relationship with Mick Gooda, and the Social Justice Commissioner assisted KALACC
in the running of a Juvenile Justice Workshop held in Fitzroy Crossing in June 2015. The Yiriman Project is specifically
endorsed and recommended in both the Amnesty International Report and in the report from the Hon Josie Farrer.
KALACC lodged a submission with the current Senate Inquiry and provided verbal testimony to the Senate Inquiry in
its hearings of 23 September 2015. Key points made in that testimony were:


This is a Political Issue first and foremost i.e. What is the point of holding yet another Inquiry unless the very
first item of business is politics and the underlying reasons why existing recommendations have not been
enacted?



This is in every respect an Aboriginal issue. There are some 300 Aboriginal Medical Services all across
Australia, each and every one of which has a partnership with the local clinic or hospital. Why isn’t this same
model applied in the justice system ie upstream, preventative and diversionary services delivered for and by the
community, with downstream services including jails operated by the Government?



West Kimberley First Priorities Document, September 2015. This landmark document contains one main
process issue ie Government must appropriately engage with Community. Youth is the main priority.

This broad social context, this catastrophe of Aboriginal justice, now impacts significantly upon the structures of the
justice system. There is a recognition that ‘business as usual’ cannot be tolerated and that new ways of doing
business are now required.
The interests of the State can largely be summarised by the words of WA Minister for Corrective Services, Joe
Francis, in his 14 May 2015 speech to the Western Australian Parliament, in which he states as follows:
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I have said a number of times that if we keep doing things the same way, we will keep getting the same results,
which is exactly why we established the Youth Justice Board and gave it seed funding. That is exactly why the
Youth Justice Board—I am pleased to announce—has provided, and will provide, a grant of $220 000 a year for
the next two years to the Kimberley Aboriginal Law and Cultural Centre to operate the Yiriman youth diversion
program. We all know that a lot of the just under 160 juveniles out at Banksia Hill are Aboriginal kids from the
Kimberley. I think it is very important that we start to target as a priority some of the issues and some of the
ways we can keep them out of there. The Yiriman youth diversion program will link youth with Aboriginal elders,
provide diversion treks with elders, provide a six-week caring for country program, and provide valuable work
experience for young Aboriginal children, supported by Kimberley Community Alcohol and Drug Services. It will
also assist young people to address their offending behaviours, and hopefully further reduce our incarceration
rate for juvenile Aboriginals in particular from the Kimberley. The Department of Corrective Services is finalising
a Kimberley corrections plan that will adopt a holistic approach to community corrections and custodial
corrections in the Kimberley.
The interests of the Commonwealth Government commence with a premise that justice issues are essentially a state
responsibility. However, that said, the main source of Commonwealth funding for Aboriginal programs is the
Indigenous Advancement Strategy [IAS] within the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet. The IAS is a large
funding program, being a consolidation of some 150 smaller previous programs $4.8 billion over 4 years ($2.3 billion
over 4 years for new initiatives) The IAS is structured around 5 Activity Program Areas, one of this is Safety and
Wellbeing. The 2014 – 15 Budget appropriation for the IAS was a sum of approximately $1.6 billion and 16% of that
funding was allocated to the Safety and Wellbeing Program Area. This represents a sum of $256 million.
The IAS web site describes the Safety and Wellbeing program in the following terms:
This programme will support activity that will achieve outcomes such as, but not limited to the following:
•Improved health, social and emotional wellbeing
•Improved drug, alcohol and substance misuse prevention and treatment
•A reduction of offending, violence and victimisation in communities.
This programme will not pay for:
•Services or activities that are the responsibility of the Commonwealth Department of Health, or Attorney
General’s Department or state or territory governments.
http://www.dpmc.gov.au/indigenous-affairs/about/safety-and-wellbeing-programme
KALACC is aware that other organisations in the Kimberley, organisations which are non-Indigenous, have been
successful in securing very significant support from the IAS for juvenile justice diversion programs [ie a local
government shire council receiving around $4.5 million] and we thus believe that there is strong potential for the
national award winning Yiriman Project to secure significant funding from IAS in future funding rounds.

MARKET ANALYSIS
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ABSENCE OF AN OVERALL COMMUNITY FRAMEWORK
The town of Bourke has a whole of Community justice reinvestment strategy which is showing great results. A
town like Fitzroy Crossing has elements of such as a strategy, but there is no overarching overall integrated,
cohesive framework. This means that even successful models such as the Yiriman Project model, inevitably come
up against limitations. At time of writing, it is also not clear what the new Department of Corrective Services
Remote Youth Justice Strategy will look like and thus we don’t currently know the nature of the relationship
between Government and non-Government service providers.

YIRIMAN’S APPEAL TO CURRENT BUYERS
The principal buyers of these services are:


WA Department of Corrective Services (DCS)



Commonwealth Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC)

WA DCS will buy from KALACC because our program is strongly endorsed at local level by the community and by the
Fitzroy Crossing Police Service and also strongly endorsed at state level by the Chief Justice and by the President of
the Children’s Court. KALACC met with WA Deputy Commissioner Racheal Green in September 2015 and she has
written to KALACC stating that she looks forward to embarking on a journey of co-design with KALACC of the new
youth justice plan. So we are regarded as a significant stakeholder.
There is a clear desire from the State to at least trial new ways of doing business and new initiatives. The Youth
Affairs Council of WA and the WA Council of Social Services are assisting with the process of co – design of new
youth justice systems going forward. These two organisations are very sympathetic to KALACC’s position.
DPMC will buy from KALACC because they already fund through the IAS under a different stream [culture and
capability] and this is a strong sign that the organisation is seen as being a strong and effective organisation. DMPC
will also fund us because we offer national award winning program.
WA Coroner Alistair Hope, recommended in the Balgo Coronial Findings Report of October 2011:
Recommendation No. 2
I recommend that the State Government consider funding, or at least working with Aboriginal organisations
such as KALACC, to provide culturally based solutions that address the issues of substance abuse and youth
justice diversionary schemes.
I further recommend that consideration be given to relaxing the tendering procurement process in appropriate
cases in recognition of the fact that the organisations which are capable of providing such services are very
limited in number.

TYPES OF COMPETITION IN THE MARKET


KALACC is aware of Local Government agencies which have secured very large support from DPMC for
Kimberley justice programs [though located geographically differently from KALACC’s focus]
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Generically, there are dozens of youth programs around. The Government by default loves to fund sports
based activities rather than culturally based activities



There is an important role for the Department of Corrective Services and the delivery of its own juvenile justice
programs.

MARKET TESTING


Over most of its history, Yiriman has delivered services to the desert communities located between
Bidyadangah, south of Broome, to Wangkatjunga, south east of Fitzroy Crossing. Yiriman has been operating
successfully for 14 years, winning national recognise and praise for its activities.



In 2006-2007, Yiriman undertook significant service delivery in the Tjurabalan communities, south of Halls
Creek, funded as part of the Tjurabalan COAG Trial Site processes. This is within the Southern Law Tradition.



Programmatically, when the Commonwealth Department of the Attorney General did fund Aboriginal juvenile
justice programs, Yiriman was funded under multi – year agreements with that Department. And in both 2009
and 2010 intensive 50 – 60 day juvenile justice diversion case management programs were run in Fitzroy
Crossing in conjunction with the West Kimberley Magistrate. The Magistrate wrote up two very favourable
reports on those activities.



In August 2015 Yiriman, in conjunction with the Fitzroy Crossing Police Service, undertook three of these 5
day Camel Walks, funded by the Police Service Strategic Crime Intervention Program. Each of the three
walks was quite distinct from the other but collectively across the three walks we have learnt a great deal
about how best to run these programs. These activities were regarded as having been successful – this is our
view but also the view of the Police and of the community.

MARKETING STRATEGY
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
KALACC met on 18 September with Deputy Commissioner Racheal Green and she has written to KALACC stating
that she looks forward to embarking on a journey of co – design with KALACC. That relates to the broad context of
redesigning the juvenile justice system within Western Australia.
On a smaller scale, we note the strong messages of endorsement from the Minister [as per his speech in Parliament],
from the Department [on their web site] and from important people in the justice system such as Chief Justice Wayne
Martin and the President of the Children’s Court, Denis Reynolds.
In regards to the Commonwealth, we also note the fact that DPMC has recently provided a significant grant to
KALACC under the IAS.
Given this context, the key to the Marketing Strategy is to maintain effective engagement with key participants in these
processes. KALACC will achieve this through:


Maintaining liaison with Mr Paul Bide, Chair of the Youth Justice Board;



Working closely with the Youth Affairs Council of Western Australia and the WA Council of Social Services;



Continuing to liaise with Amnesty International and with Josie Farrer MLA
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Meeting with the Deputy Commissioner of Corrective Services and maintaining an open dialogue and
communication channel with the Department;



Meeting in Canberra on 13 October with senior officers of the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet;



Meeting in community in the Kimberley on 17 September with local officers of the Department of Prime Minister
and Cabinet and maintaining an open dialogue with Mr Alistair Sherwin, Kimberley Manager DPMC.

Not infrequently we receive statements of interest from officers of the Department of Corrective Services, from the
Police and from senior judges, to directly participate in Yiriman diversionary activities. Timing and logistics for such
requests are always difficult and problematic given time constraints on those expressing the interest and given the fact
that programs in the Kimberley are frequently subject to change due to cultural contexts and due to factors such as
weather and climate. However, we will continue to explore opportunities for direct participation.

ACCUMULATING SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCE
We always seek to work with external partners to act as independent assessors and evaluators of project outcomes.
In December 2013 Dr Dave Palmer of Murdoch University published this Final Evaluation of the Yiriman Project, being
the final outcome of a three year independent review and evaluation. KALACC’s main current research and evaluation
partner for our Youth programs is the Nulungu Research Institute within the Notre Dame University. Nulungu will work
intensively through to June 2017 on its evaluation of our current PMC IAS – funded youth programs.
The current research agreement with Nulungu does not extend to cover the scope of these juvenile justice diversion
programs, but extending the scope of the research agreement is something which KALACC would be eager to
explore.
Community always views things holistically whereas Governments want to narrow processes and outcomes in to
individual silos, which is where having peer reviewed research can assist.

PICTURE JOURNALS AND VIDEO
KALACC and Yiriman have over many years used Picture Journal Books as a reporting tool. We less often use video
as a reporting mode and we are exploring the further use of online programs. We will carry over those reporting
mechanisms in to this Juvenile Justice space.

5.

SOCIAL IMPACT 2016-17

Given the exceedingly modest financial request from KALACC, we are not seeking to work across the entire cohort of
youths at risk in the Kimberley.
We also note that other organisations, such as Garnduwa Sports and the Shire of Derby/ West Kimberley, are funded
by Government to provide an over- arching youth coordination strategy and service in the Fitzroy Valley. So, we are
not seeking to work with all youths in the Fitzroy Valley. But by working closely with the Police, we seek to implement
a well - considered strategy of identifying those youths in the Fitzroy Valley most at risk of offending and to engage
those youths in the justice diversion activities.
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We believe that the scope of the current [2016 – 17] funding provided to KALACC by the Youth Justice Board will
enable Yiriman to deliver justice diversionary programs to less than one quarter of identified youths in the West
Kimberley. This equates to, at most, around one eighth of the total number of identified youths in the whole Kimberley.
A service such as this is very much needed because despite heavy Government investments in to Government owned
and controlled juvenile justice programs, rates of youth offending in the Kimberley – in the West, in the East and in
Fitzroy Valley – have in fact worsened, not improved. When young people do become engaged in the justice system,
it is both effect and cause: ie the offending inevitably is the result of root socio – cultural determinants but the
involvement in the justice system itself often hastens the process of social decline.
We have very strong confidence that the kind of program being offered by KALACC, through Yiriman, is precisely
what is needed in order to provide effective outcomes.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
A key strength of our Program is the wide range of community partners which we bring with us. The program partners
listed in the draft funding agreement with the Department of Corrective Services are as follows:

CURRENT PARTNERS

Indigenous Ranger Groups

•

Karajarri

•

Nyikina/Mangala

•

Ngurrara

•

Gooniyandi

WA Country Health Services

•

PROSPECTIVE PARTNERS

WA Country Health Services

•

Fitzroy Valley Hospital

Kimberley Training Institute

Kimberley Community Alcohol and Drug
Service

•

Kimberley Mental Health and Drug
Service

•

Fitzroy Valley Men’s Health

Nindilingarri Cultural Health Services

WA Police – Fitzroy Crossing

West Kimberley Youth Justice Services

WA Police – Bidyadanga
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Stand By Me Suicide Response

Department of Education

•

Fitzroy Valley District High School

•

La Grange Remote Community School

Clontarf Football Academy

Indigenous Cattle Stations

•

Kupartiya

•

Mt Pierre

•

Mt Anderson

•

Frazier Downs

Department of Sport and Recreation - Garnduwa

Marninwarntikura – Fitzroy Women’s Resource
Centre

Mangkaja Arts

The Girls Academy

Kimberley Dreamtime Adventure Tours

Jarlmadangah Buru

Karajarri Traditional Lands Association

KALACC

Lotteries West

6.

OPERATIONS 2016-2017

There are two key activity streams delivered within this Yiriman Juvenile Justice Plan:


5 Day long Camel Walks – representing initial short interventions in to young people’s lives;



6 week long Caring For Country Programs – representing longer term interventions

The scope of this initial Business Plan relates to the $440, 000 of funding which KALACC will receive from the Youth
Justice Board for the delivery of these programs over a period of two years. This program will now be implemented
over the calendar years 2016 and 2017. Following is a diagram which shows an indicative annual program showing a
mixture of both shorter camel walks and longer Caring for Country Programs.
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This funding allows services to youths in the Fitzroy Valley as well as providing some juvenile justice services to
youths in the community of Bidyadangah, south of Broome. Bidyadangah people are predominantly Karrrajarri people
and are part of the Southern Law Tradition in the Kimberley, and are part of the core Yiriman group that has been in
operation for over 14 years.

ADMINISTRATIVE CHALLENGES
There are significant administrative requirements associated with Police Clearances and Working With Children
Checks due to the large number of community participants engaged in this model and due to the fact that many
community members don’t have ID and do have personal histories of some contact with the justice system, this being
a simple fact of being Aboriginal in Australia.
As a small organisation, we always engage with a wide range of project partners. We engage with those project
partners that are the best fit for the project and which best add value to the project, in our view. But Government
funders often have different conceptions of service delivery and of project partners and middle managers for those
organisations often are highly reluctant to devote human and material resources to on – country projects on weekends
and on holidays.

CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES 2016-17
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7. BUDGET 2016-17

KALACC Juvenile Justice Business Plan Budget 2016 - 2017

Income Page
Cash Income

Income Source

WA Government
440000

Department of Corrective Services
Youth Justice
Board

114000

Lotteries West - Vehicle Grant
4WD Dual Cab Truck
[To cart bulk stores and supplies and to thereby
free up room in other vehicles for passengers]

Cash Income
Commonwealth

200000

Sourced from Department of Health and from
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
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Partial allocation of these grants towards
Juvenile Justice Work Program - to the extent
permissible under those Grant Agreements,
including wages contributions

Philanthropic

100000

Income

This is lower than current levels of Philanthropic Support
But as future funding for 2016 - 17 is not as yet confirmed
this conservative figure is included as an
estimate

In - Kind Contribution
and Non - Cash

100000

This figure includes the value of KALACC housing and the value of
existing vehicles towards this project

Total

954000
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Note: We have not tried at all to ascribe a value to the cash and in - kind contributions to be made by our partner organisations.

Single Year Expenditure Budget - Expenditure of Cash Income from the Youth
Justice Board
Expenditure Item

Cost

Vehicles
Fuel
Repairs and Maintenance
Registration and Legal
Sub Total

40000

40000

Camping and Consumables
Food

20000

Camping Supplies i.e. swags

10000

Sub Total

30000

External Costs
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Camel Hire

30000

Nulungu i.e. Notre Dame
Uni

10000

Sub Total

40000

Staffing
Yiriman Men's
Coordinator

40000

Casual Employees

15000

Governance - Elders

15000

Sub Total

70000

Administration Costs
Global Admin cost covers
insurance, financial
management,
Audit, reporting, project
management
Sub Total

40000

40000
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Overall Total Cost

220000
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NOTES TO THE BUDGET

The overall real cost of this program is in the order of $950, 000 over two years. The Youth Justice Board is
contributing $440,000 towards those costs. The balance of $510, 000 is sourced from other government and non –
government sources.
In presenting this budget, we have presented the reader with an insight in to the full range of cash and non – cash
contributions towards this project over the two years 2016 – 18. But on the expenditure side we have shown only the
expenditure of the $440, 000 to be sourced from the WA Department of Corrective Services through the Youth Justice
Board. That expenditure is shown through an indicative one year budget to the value of $220, 000.
This is a deliberate decision to show expenditure of just $220, 000 per annum and is based on the fact that it is difficult
to account for items such as motor vehicles [which have an effective working life of around five years] in a single year
budget. And it is also difficult to accurately and precisely allocate funds sourced from other, existing grant agreements
as there are so many variables that come in to play.
In regards to Camping and Consumables, if camels are used on all of the shorter interventions then this will be a
significant cost item. All of the three trips undertaken in August 2015 with the Police Service did use camels but it is
not set in stone that all future short trips will use camels.
In regards to Wages, we have allocated a sum of $40, 000 per year as a project contribution towards the Wages of the
Yiriman Men’s Coordinator. And we have not allocated any of the costs of the wages of the Yiriman Women’s
Coordinator to this budget. Thus, it is clear that the wages allocated to this budget are very much partial wages
contributions and that the majority of wages and employment on – costs for these two positions are paid for in other
grant classes within KALACC.
In regards to Administration costs, we have presented a global administration cost which incorporates the full range of
project management, financial management, auditing, insurance costs etc. We note that the University of Western
Australia, in suburban Perth, charges an administration fee of 25%. KALACC has here charged our standard
administration fee of 20%. Given the horrendously expensive nature of project delivery in the Kimberley, this figure of
20% is very modest.

8.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH BEYOND THE NEXT TWO YEARS

Across 2015 KALACC and Yiriman have held discussions with the State Government, principally through the Youth
Justice Board, in relation to expanding Yiriman’s national best practice services in to the justice field and, associated
with that, expanding the geographical scope to include all four language groups in the Fitzroy Crossing. [Gooniyandi
and Bunuba people are not part of the Southern Law Tradition] These expansions are reflected in the indicative
program delivery schedule of activities provided within this document.
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Such an expansion has been piloted in August 2015 through three short Camel Walks held in conjunction with the
Fitzroy Crossing Police Service. This current Business Plan describes the operations of the next phase of this project
i.e. rolling out beyond the trial pilot to a proof of concept phase across 2016 – 17
Beyond that, there are very significant opportunities to expand this project modality more broadly across the Kimberley
so that Yiriman services more than just the Southern Law Tradition. There are five Law Traditions across the
Kimberley and this culturally based juvenile justice modality would be applicable, with suitable adjustments, to all five
cultural blocks.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM METHODOLOGY
The Yiriman Youth Justice Program has a number of components from the Camel Treks to Caring for Country Training program,
to cultural education on country. We have developed the following vision for how the program would operate from the point of
referral. During the proof of concept phase of the next two years, we will document a more detailed program methodology.

DIAGRAM: KALACC AND YIRIMAN – PATHWAYS TO DIVERSION

Identification
Referral

Police, School, DCP, Community and Elders, Self – Referral,
Dept. Corrective Services JJT, Magistrate

Needs

Kalacc/ Yiriman Coordinator; Fitzroy Valley Youth Services
Hub Coordinator; Dept. Corrective Services JJT, Family

Assessment
Pathway

Low

Medium

High

Selection

Risk

Risk

Risk

Agreed

Fitzroy Valley

Yiriman and Police

Immediate
Diversion

Youth
Coordination Hub

3 – 5 day Camel
Walks

Intermediate

Yiriman and Police

Justice Diversion

3 – 5 day Camel
Walks

Intensive, extended Justice
Diversion

Yiriman Caring
For Country
Training Program

Yiriman Caring For
Country Training
Program

50 – 60 Day On Country Culture and
Pastoralism Camps [Funding proposal
to be developed]
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Improved pre –
sentencing Prognosis

Magistrate has improved pre – sentencing options
and is assisted in court by Elders

Longer Term Support

Mentoring, Placements, School Attendance

ATTACHMENT: KIMBERLEY CULTURAL BLOCKS MAP, ENDORSED BY THE KALACC BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, OCTOBER 2011.
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